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Father held the hand of True Mother till his last day, yet his unfilial son decided to divorce him after his 

death and now even saying 'Mrs. Hyun Sil Kang is the Bride' 

 

True Parent's declaration Sanctuary Church are constantly reciting, that supposedly puts Hyung Jin as 

successor, in fact says that "True Parents are the only and eternal center" and Hyung Jin was best united 

with them at that particular time. Now however, Hyung Jin is no longer united with True Parents, but 

aggravated by them, even 'divorcing them'. Funny, strange, irrational -- I don't know the right reaction. 

 

When person is invaded by evil forces, stupidity has no end. Sanctuary Church now says, "Mrs. Kang is 

the True Bride of Christ.. united with Jesus and True Father her entire life. Even now, she supports True 

Parents choice of inheritance / successor" That's funny; "True Parent's choice"! So let's ask True Mother, 

if that's her choice. 

 

Sanctuary Church is saying, "Mrs. Kang is doing exactly what Mother was meant to do.... uplifting Christ, 

honoring True Father and the lineage of the Messiah." Really! Are we to uplift ourselves or go out and 

restore the world, as True Mother is doing. I don't see Mrs. Kang, nor Hyung Jin, doing witnessing, Tribal 

Messiahship, or any other restoration work. True Mother is leading powerfully the establishment of God's 

Ideal World. Read, THE IDEAL PEACEFUL WORLD IS COMING 

 

True Parent's declaration did not set Hyung Jin as successor. It clearly proclaims that "God and True 

Parents are the only and eternal center" and Hyung Jin has to "overcome Resentment" to qualify as their 

representative. Hyung Jin however disunited with True Parents. Read, HYUNG'S FALSE CLAIMS OF 

SUCCESSION 

 

 

 


